

Kaegi was awarded a Fulbright-Hays Fellowship for research on the dynamics of Muslim Invasion and Byzantine Resistance in North Africa (7th–8th centuries CE) in Tunisia, Morocco, and Algeria, for twelve months, starting in September 2004 and terminating in September 2005. He declined the offer of an ACLS Fellowship for the same project.

Marquis *Who’s Who in America* has informed him that it will list him in its 2005 volume.


Kaegi’s principal focus has been on his book manuscript on the Muslim conquest of Byzantine North Africa, and researches on the reign of Emperor Constans II (641–668). In support of his broader research on North Africa, he visited early Byzantine sites in Corsica during March 2004. He is likewise preparing a chapter on Byzantine relations with the Muslim world for the Cambridge History of the Byzantine Empire, edited by Jonathan Shepard. Kaegi continues to serve as editor for the journal *Byzantinische Forschungen*. 
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